All disciplines:
The horses must always wear their equipage number when outside their box. This must be
brought to the competition by the rider/ driver and will not be handed out by the organizers.
All equipment must be in good condition and not be harmful in any way (no sharp edges or badly
fitted)
During all riding or driving, a securely fastened protective headgear must be used.
All stallions need to wear a Stallion sign. If you do not have this can be ordered if you contact us.
They need to be in orange color.
Vaccination must be yearly and latest vaccination must have been given minimum 7 days before
the first day of the competition.
And a reminder about clean sport: http://inside.fei.org/fei/cleansport

Dressage
Clothing: All riders need to have a riding jacket in black, dark blue or another dark color. The helmet
can be black or the same color as the jacket. Trousers need to be white or off-white. Gloves needs to
be white or same color as the jacket. Riding boots or jodhpurs with chaps need to be black or same
color as the jacket.
Spurs Optional, but no longer than 3,5 cm (measured from the boot) and straight only, no rowels
(wheels)
Whip is not allowed in the FEI pony program
All tests will be ridden on snaffles, no double bridles allowed during competition or warm up.
The bridle one with red cross is not allowed.

Allowed bridle- also allowed is FEI dressage events from 1st July 2016.
http://inside.fei.org/system/files/1_New%20approved%20equipment%202016%20-%20DRE.pdf

Only the competing rider is allowed to warm up and train the horse from the opening to the end of
the championship.
Showjumping
Clothing: Jacket, riding boots or jodphurs with chaps and helmet. Riding vest is mandatory for
everyone under the age of 18 years. Mandatory vest types are:
1) EN 13158-20XX, or 2) EN 13158-20XX & Beta 20XX Niveau 3.
Whip: Maximum 75 cm.
Spurs: are allowed but must not be constructed in a way that can harm the horse.
- All jumpers must greet the judge before the start of the course.
All bridles and bit are allowed. Ear bonnets and ear plugs are allowed.
Driving
Clothing: helmet must be used at all time when driving at the competition arena. Clothing according
to the carriage style and gloves in dressage. Less formal dress in marathon is acceptable in marathon
for the athlete and groom. Shorts are not permitted. Athletes and grooms must wear securely
fastened protective headgear and a back protector in marathon. Failing to do so will incur
elimination.
Carriage: Same carriage to be used in dressage and cones.

Whip for Dressage and Cones: The athlete must carry a whip of traditional style. The last which may
be tied to the stick, must be capable of release and must be long enough to reach the horses. - The
whip, if dropped, need not be replaced and the athlete may finish without a whip. However, the
groom may hand the athlete a spare whip and without any further penalty.
Whip for marathon: Optional. If the driver chooses to carry a whip, the whip can only be used by the
driver. Failure to comply will incur 20 penalties.

All bridles and bit is allowed.

Cones rules:

Maraton rules:

